
The Unbelievable Journey: Discovering the
Secrets Behind Virginia Tech Football's
Astonishing Success

Virginia Tech Football – a name that resonates with power, resilience, and
unmatched glory. Over the years, this formidable team has emerged as a force to
reckon with in the realm of college football, captivating the hearts of countless
fans and rewriting the history books. But what propelled the rise of Virginia Tech
Football? Join us on an exclusive journey as we unveil the inside story behind
their incredible ascent.
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The Origins of Excellence

Virginia Tech Football had humble beginnings, with the program's inception dating
back to 1892. With each passing decade, the team gradually transformed,
gaining a reputation for their unwavering determination, undying spirit, and
exceptional coaching. From the early strategies of legendary coaches like
Charles Cavanaugh and Jerry Claiborne, to the golden era under exceptional
leaders like Frank Beamer, the foundations for future greatness were laid.
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The Tactical Mastermind: Frank Beamer

A major turning point in the team's history occurred when Frank Beamer took the
reins of the Virginia Tech Football program in 1987. Beamer's meticulous
attention to detail, innovative strategies, and unyielding motivation propelled the
team to unprecedented heights. Through his visionary leadership, the Hokies
became synonymous with excellence and started building the foundations of a
dynasty.
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Hired Guns: Stellar Recruitment Strategies

One of the cornerstones beneath Virginia Tech's success is their ability to attract
exceptional talent. The recruitment process adopted by the Hokies has proven to
be an indispensable factor in their journey towards triumph. By meticulously
scouting high school prospects, forging strong relationships with coaches and
players, and presenting a compelling vision of success, Virginia Tech Football has
consistently secured class after class of outstanding athletes.

Defensive Dominance: The "Lunch Pail Defense"

No discussion about the rise of Virginia Tech Football would be complete without
highlighting the indomitable legacy of their defensive prowess. The 'Hokie Nation'
prides itself on their relentless, physical style of play that has struck fear into the
hearts of opponents for decades. The 'Lunch Pail Defense', established under the
masterful guidance of Bud Foster, became a symbol of resilience and an emblem
of the team's never-say-die attitude.

Outsmarting Opponents: The Art of Special Teams

While defense may have been an integral part of Virginia Tech's success, their
dominance on the field would not have been possible without their exceptional
special teams' performance. Thanks to the meticulous attention given to special
teams by the coaching staff, the Hokies have consistently been at the forefront of
innovative strategies. By focusing on quickness, precision, and excellent
execution, Virginia Tech has often gained a crucial edge over their adversaries.

The Spirit of "Enter Sandman"

One cannot discuss the rise of Virginia Tech Football without acknowledging the
unparalleled atmosphere and electric energy that pulsates through Lane Stadium
before each game. The unforgettable experience of the Hokie faithful singing



"Enter Sandman" as the team takes the field has become legendary. The
deafening roar of the crowd has undoubtedly played a powerful role in fueling the
team's success while intimidating opponents like nothing else.

The Unbreakable Hokie Nation

The success of Virginia Tech Football would not have been possible without the
unyielding support of the Hokie Nation. Throughout the team's journey, the fans
have remained unwavering in their passion, loyalty, and dedication. From sold-out
stadiums to heartfelt traditions, their unwavering support has created an
environment conducive to triumph, intensifying the pride these loyal fans take in
being a part of the Hokie family.

Virginia Tech Football's rise to prominence is a tale of perseverance, dedication,
and an unwavering commitment to excellence. From their humble beginnings to a
program that consistently competes at the highest level, the Hokies continue to
inspire and captivate with their warrior spirit. It is a journey that reminds us never
to underestimate the power of resilience, teamwork, and the unbreakable bond
between a football team and its supporters. So let the story of Virginia Tech
Football serve as an eternal reminder of the heights that can be reached when
determination meets unwavering belief. Go Hokies!
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It’s a Cinderella story: The downtrodden independent program that the University
of Alabama stomped 77-6 in 1973 goes undefeated in 1999.

“Want a front-row seat to Virginia Tech’s rise as a college football power? Chris
Colston takes you there, with vivid, behind-the-scenes stories and anecdotes
about the Hokies’ decades-long evolution. There isn’t a more definitive and
comprehensive history of Virginia Tech’s transformation from football nomad to
national title contender under Frank Beamer than this.”—Andy Bitter, The Athletic.

Colston’s eight-volume series GO TECH GO: The Inside Story Behind the Rise of
Virginia Tech Footballis designed for easy reading—perfect for your favorite
mobile device. In Volume Six, Must See VT (1996-99), Colston takes readers
back to the Hokies’ glorious late-90s run—an era of big bowls and dazzling
quarterback Michael Vick.

“Riveting stuff,” says Hall of Fame broadcaster Bill Roth. “Reads like a well-
written novel. Essential for all Hokies, old and new.”

“The Inside Story Behind the Rise of Virginia Tech Football is not a misnomer,”
says Hall of Fame sportswriter David Teel. “Chris attended Tech, cheered for
Tech, absorbed Tech’s history, worked at Tech, and most essential, earned the
trust of those who authored the program’s ascension, including Frank Beamer.”

CHRIS COLSTON worked in the Virginia Tech Athletics Department from 1985-96
as editor of The Hokie Huddler and went on to cover the MLB, NFL, and NBA as
an award-winning reporter for Sports Weekly and USA TODAY. Says
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TechSideline.com Founder Will Stewart, “Chris Colston is the most authoritative
voice on the modern era of Virginia Tech football. …if you want to learn about
Virginia Tech football, he’s the guy. I personally learned a ton from reading his
stuff over the years. Sit back and enjoy Go Tech Go from one of the most revered
writers about Hokie sports.”
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